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Ok, we’ll get started. (Ask if there is
anyone that didn’t receive the handout
when entering the Seminar room.)
Welcome everyone to this session of
“Understanding The Nature of a Log
Home Package”.
(State name, job title, company name,
location of the company, & background
of speaker.)

Through attending this workshop you
will learn:
(Read Slide)
1) What materials are needed.

Understanding The Nature Of A Log
Home Package
1) Learn What Materials Are Needed
2) How Kits Can Vary From

Manufacturer To Manufacturer

3) How To Request A Quote For Your Log
Home
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Why Is This Topic Important?
1) Customer Expectations
2) Best Product/Best Price
3) Purchasing Log Home vs.
Conventional Home

4) Few Standards
5) Reduces Costly Overruns
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2) How packages can vary from
manufacturer to manufacturer.
3) How to request a quote for your
log home.

1) Customer Expectations
We’ve found that understanding the
nature of a log home package is the
single most confusing aspect of buying
a log home basically because customers
have different shopping & buying
habits.
We’re finding, more and more,
customers keeping us at arms length
while shopping us to death through the
use of:
- web sites, log home
magazines, seminars, and trade shows
(Talk about customer expectations of
show, bag full of literature. Many times,
after attending the show, customers are

more confused leaving than they were
when they first entered.)
Through attending this seminar, you
will help them eliminate the confusion
factor when shopping for a log home
company.
2) Best Product/Best Price
We understand, when shopping for a log
home company, you want the best
product for the best price… that’s called
value. But, making a fair comparison
can be difficult if you don’t go about it
properly.
In a minute I will give you 3 basic ways
in which you can go about shopping and
comparing any company for the best
product and price.
3) Purchasing Log Home vs.
Conventional
There are construction and material
differences that vary in the log home
industry as compared to a
conventionally built home. With a
conventionally built home you actually
have less decisions to make, but in a log
home, you have all the same decisions
as in a conventionally built home plus
others such as:
•Exterior Wall
– stick framed w/log siding or
solid log
- log size, species, profile,
joinery
- type of fasteners (spikes, lags,
through bolts) …etc.
•Roof Framing
– prefab truss, 2x10 or 2x12
rafter(with or without decro
beams, beam and purlin, 4x8 or
6x8 rafter, custom
round rafter
- species
- 25-30-40-50 yr shingles, color

of shingles…etc.
4) Few Standards
No two log home kits are the same.
Every company sets their standard for
the amount and quality of materials they
will supply in their packages. There’s
nothing that governs the log home
industry that says we must all supply
the same materials. Even the industry
terminology varies from manufacturer
to manufacturer. Terms such as:
- Roof rafters or rafter roofs
- Exposed beams or decro beams
- Prebuilt trusses or Prefab truss,
purlins…
- Log rows, courses to square
- Butt and pass, mortise and
tenon, saddle notch…
The list goes on and on.
5) Reduces Costly Overruns
Understanding the Nature of a Log
Home Package helps eliminate surprises
at the jobsite when you realize what you
ordered isn’t exactly what you received
when the package was delivered.
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Generally log home packages will vary
in three basic ways:
(Ask the audience to write the following
down in their notes)
1) In the Quantity of materials
supplied,

How Kits Can Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer
1) Quantity Of Materials
2) Quality Of Materials
3) Service

2) in the Quality of materials supplied,
4

3) and finally, something that is
frequently overlooked, but yet very
important……Services provide.
By understanding these 3 basic
principles, you are able to compare
any one company to another.
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Quantity Of Materials
Why Do Material Quantities Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer? RISK

1) Inventory Issues
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Lets take a better look at quantity. But
first, Why do material quantities
vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer? This question can
be answered with one word…(next
slide) “Risk”. Overall, the more
material any log home company
supplies in their packages, the more
risk they assume for those materials.
Let’s take a look at some areas
where risk plays a significant roll….
(next slide)
1) Inventory Issues
The more materials a manufacturer
offers in their packages the more
materials they need to have on
inventory. Some companies may not
offer more materials in their
packages due to “cash flow”
reasons. Having materials setting at
a manufacturing plant generally
involves more risk that otherwise
may not even be a problem if it
wasn’t offered in the packages to
start with.
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Quantity Of Materials
Why Do Material Quantities Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer? RISK
1) Inventory Issues

2) Storage Facilities

2) Storage Facilities
The more materials a manufacturer has
on inventory, the more they need a
place to store them. There can be
substantial risks attributed to the
building of sheds and warehouses for
the protection of materials.
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Quantity Of Materials
Why Do Material Quantities Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer? RISK
1) Inventory Issues

3) Liability Issues
Naturally, the more materials offered in
a package the more that a company can
be held liable for until the materials are
delivered to the building site.

2) Storage Facilities

3) Liability Issues
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Examples:
-Caulking and wood sealants have shelf
lives – if they expire while sitting in
inventory, the manufacture as to discard
them.
-Windows and doors can easily become
damaged – they will most likely be
handled 4 times minimum before they
are officially on your construction site,
all the while running the risk of being
damaged.
-Interior finished materials could
become scarred – etc…
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Quantity Of Materials
Why Do Material Quantities Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer? RISK
1) Inventory Issues
2) Storage Facilities
3) Liability Issues

4) Equipment

4) Equipment
The more materials being supplied also
means there has to be something to load
and unload them with.
Such things as a forklift can be a sizable
investment for a company to
make…..and generally several are
needed to operate efficiently.
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Quantity Of Materials
Why Do Material Quantities Vary From
Manufacturer To Manufacturer? RISK
1) Inventory Issues
2) Storage Facilities
3) Liability Issues
4) Equipment

5) Personnel
9
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Four Common Materials Packages
1) Log And Timber
Everything you need to purchase from a log
home manufacturer, at the minimum
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5) Personnel
Finally, the more materials and
equipment there is, then additional
personnel will be needed to operate the
equipment as well as the business in
general. Some companies may not want
to manage a sizable payroll.
All these risks are major factors that
determine the extent for which any
manufacturer will supply log home
materials in their packages.

Now let’s take a look at some common
materials packages and the types of
materials you can expect to find in
them.
(Ask the audience to follow along in
their handouts.)
1) Log and Timber (or often may be
referred to as “Log Shell”)
(use photo of Log and Timber package
and a laser pointer to outline materials
supplied)
- A Log and Timber package will
include all the specialty materials that
you must purchase from a manufacturer
at a minimum. These types of materials
generally can’t be purchased at your

local lumber yard. If you go into a
Lowe’s or Home Depot and ask for
2,000 ft. of Swedish Cope log and some
roof purlins, they would probably look
at you a little funny.
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Four Common Materials Packages
2) Weather Tight
Everything that is necessary to build the
home to a fully enclosed & weather tight
stage
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2) Weather Tight (or often may be
referred to as “Shelled In”)
- A Weather Tight package includes all
the materials needed to get the roof on
and doors & windows installed.
Basically, from the exterior the home
should look pretty much completed.
- This package will include such things
as:
(use photo of Weather Tight package
and a laser pointer to outline materials
supplied)
-First floor framing system
-Load bearing interior wall framing
-Exterior doors and windows
-Roof framing and shingles
- Porch and deck materials are not
generally supplied at this point. Only
the structural components of the porch
to support the main roof of the home
may be supplied.
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Four Common Materials Packages
3) Finish Materials
All remaining items needed to finish the
home except subcontractor type of items
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Four Common Materials Packages
4) Complete
A combination of all three material packages
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3) Finish Materials
- This type of package includes all the
remaining items needed to finish the
home except subcontractor items.
- Package contents includes:
(use photo of finish package and a laser
pointer to outline materials supplied)
•All additional framing material
•All interior wall and ceiling finishes
•First and second level stairs
•All hand railing and balusters for stairs
and loft
•Roof and wall insulations
•Interior doors with locksets and hinges
•Complete porch and deck materials
•Exterior preservative and stain
•Nail/screw package

4) No Shop (or referred to as an “All
Inclusive” or “Turn Key” Package)
- A No Shop Package is a combination
of all three material packages.
- At this point you should be able to
reserve the right to purchase as much or
as little from a manufacturer as you
want. Just remember that all the
materials must be purchased from
somewhere.
- Be careful not to judge the overall
quality of a manufacturer based on the
completeness of their package.
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Subcontractor Materials
Although you may choose to get most
of the building materials from a
manufacturer, there are some items that
need to be purchased elsewhere. These
materials are called subcontractor
materials.

Subcontractor Materials Generally Not
Supplied With A Log Home Package:
- Masonry (foundation & fireplace)
- Kitchen Cabinetry
- Plumbing
- Electrical
- Heating & Cooling
- Finished Floor Coverings
- Well & Septic
- Labor
14
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Quality Of Materials
Quality can affect the cost of a home
dramatically
Be careful of vague language used by
manufacturers to describe materials being
supplied
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Examples Of Quality Issues
1) Floor Framing –

2x8

I-Joist

2x10

(First Level)

2x12

Truss Joist

Glu-Lam
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They include:
(Review items listed on slide)

Now lets take a look at Quality of
Materials.
(Read Slide)
Be sure to know what you are being
quoted so there will be no costly
surprises later on.
Let’s take a look at some vague
language and examples of quality
components.
(next slide)

1) Floor Framing
- Floor framing is pretty vague in
describing what materials are being
supplied and sure doesn’t describe
anything about quality.
- First level floor systems can framed
using the following materials:
•2x8 (not very popular and considered
below standard)
•2x10 (is standard and commonly used
in most homes)
•2x12 (is considered above standard and
can be used to increase floor strength,
spanning slightly further lengths)
•I-Joists (used to span further distances,
where home owners want to eliminate
load bearing posts)

•Truss Joists (used to span further
distances, where home owners want to
eliminate load bearing posts. Has the
added advantage of running electrical &
plumbing through the joist webbing.)
•Glue-Lam (Typically considered a
load carrying beam for floors, ridges,
and valleys.)
- Note: If all you need is a 2x10 joist to
provide the structural stability you need,
don’t spend the additional money for
other systems.
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Examples Of Quality Issues
Floor Framing – (Second Level)
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Second Floor Framing
- Typically, you could frame the second
floor with all the same materials as you
saw on the previous slide or you can
fully expose the framing as pictured
using 4x8’s or 6x8’s (pictured). The
load carrying beams could be
manufactured beams such as Glu-Lams
or they could be solid 8x12’s as
pictured.
- What’s nice about this type of floor
framing is that each framing component
is structural, yet fully exposed which
gives a very pleasing appearance.
Wouldn’t you agree?
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2) Sub-floor & Sheathing
- Two types of sheathing is typical for
using on sub-floors. OSB (oriented
strand board) or plywood. A quality
difference would include tongue &
groove.
(You may also talk of differences in
thickness and water resistance.)

Examples Of Quality Issues
2) Sub-floor & Sheathing

¾” OSB Sheathing

¾” Plywood Sheathing
18
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Examples Of Quality Issues
3) Interior Doors

VS.

Flush Hollow Core

Solid Raised Panel
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3) Interior Doors
- A flush hollow core interior door is
assembled with cheaper materials thus
resulting in a lesser quality than a solid
raised 6 panel door. Just by viewing
these photos at a glance you can easily
tell which is of better Quality.
- The cost of a solid raised panel door
would be about twice as much as the
flush hollow core. At this point you’ve
probably already made a decision on the
type of door you would want.

(Read Slide)
Examples Of Quality Issues
?

(After they guess “Windows” then ask
them to name some quality name brand
windows and when they guess Andersen
then move to the next slide.)

These next material components:
- Vary in Quality dramatically.
- Every home needs them, unless
you live underground.
- Will affect the cost of a home
substantially.
What are they?
20
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Examples Of Quality Issues
4) Exterior Doors & Windows
Other Quality Factors:
Wood Primed
Aluminum Clad
Vinyl Clad

Trapezoid
Tilt Wash
Low E

Single
Double Hung

Tempered

Casement

Size, etc…

Bay
Circle Top
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Examples Of Quality Issues
5) Stairs

Conventional

Spiral
22

4) Windows
- Choosing a generic brand window
over a name brand window such as
Andersen will obviously save money
but you may also be sacrificing quality.
- Quality isn’t just in the brand of
window, there are other factors which
include:
(Advance slide to animate additional
quality factors. Read as they appear.)

5) Stairs
- Another quality component is in stair
cases.
- One of the most basic types of stair
case to build is the Conventional Stair
Case using conventional building
materials. (Review features of the
Conventional Stair Case.) Stair cases
can vary from the standard
conventionally framed to a more custom
style like this spiral stairs pictured on
the right.
- Using some of the same type of
building materials you could have a
Spiral Stairs.
- Just by viewing the two different
stairs, you can easily tell which is
thought to be better quality.
I think you’ll find this next type of
stairs as something you may strongly
consider for in your log home.
(Next Slide)
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This is a Heavy Timber Staircase.
What’s unique about this system is that
it’s conventionally built using heavy
timbers such as 4x12 stringers and 4x10
treads. A stairs like this compliments a
log home very well.

Examples Of Quality Issues
Stairs (continued)

Heavy
Timbered
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Even a more customized staircase is the
Round Log Staircase using full round
log stringers and half log treads. In
general, anyone looking to build a log
home using the round log profile will
generally choose to go with the round
log staircase.

Examples Of Quality Issues
Stairs (continued)

Half Log
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6) Roof framing and roofing
materials

Examples Of Quality Issues
6) Roof Framing And Roofing Materials

Flat Truss

Pre-Fabricated
Truss

Scissor Truss

Attic Truss
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•Prefabricated Roof Trusses
- One of the easiest ways to install a
roof on any home is through the use of
Prefabricated Roof Trusses ( Least
expensive yielding an R-value of 30 or
a better quality R-value of 38).
(Show and review the types of Prefab
Trusses available)
- With this type of roof system all the
structural framing of the roof will be
covered up after the ceiling finish is
installed
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Examples Of Quality Issues
Roof Framing And Roofing Materials (continued)

2x12 Conventional
Rafter

Slide 27
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•2x12 Conventional Rafter
- A step higher in quality is the
conventionally framed roof using
2x10’s w/R-value of 30 or better quality
2x12’s w/R-value of 38.
(Show and review features of the 2x12
rafter roof system on the slide)
- With this type of roof system all the
structural framing of the roof will be
covered up after the ceiling finish is
installed

2x12 Raftered Roof System With
Decorative Round Rafters:
Again, if you add the decorative rafters
(round or square) to a 2x12 system,
you’ve upgraded the appearance of your
home dramatically.
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Examples Of Quality Issues
Roof Framing And Roofing Materials (continued)

6x8
Rafter
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•6x8 Rafter
If your looking for something more
customized, there is the Heavy
Timbered 6x8 Exposed Rafter as
shown.
With this system: (Review features)
•Every rafter is spaced 32”o.c.
•Every other rafter assembly gets a
collar tie
•Every component is a structural
component throughout the roof system.
•Every structural component is visible
throughout the roof system.
Let’s see what the finished interior
looks like after construction.
(Advance slide to show the inside of
finished 6x8 Rafter Roof System)
The R-value of this system is rated the
better quality R-value of 38.
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Examples Of Quality Issues
Roof Framing And Roofing Materials (continued)

6x8
Beam
&
Purlin
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•6x8 Beam & Purlin
Shown here is another type of exposed
heavy timbered roof framing known as
the 6x8 Beam and Purlin.
With this system: (Review features)
•Rafters are spaced further apart
•Every Rafter assembly gets a collar tie
•All rafters are connected by using
purlins that run parallel with the ridge.
•Every component is a structural
component throughout the roof system.
Let’s see what the finished interior
looks like after construction.
(Advance slide to show the inside of
finished 6x8 B&P Roof System)
The R-value of this system is rated the
better quality R-value of 38.
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Post and Beam, with gusset plates and
mechanical fasteners.
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Timber frame Mortise and Tenon
joinery secured and fastened by wooden
pegs.
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SHINGLE OPTIONS:
Examples Of Quality Issues
Roof Framing And Roofing Materials (continued)

3-Tab

Architectural
32
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Another quality roofing component are
shingles. They range from a 20, 25, 30,
40, 50 year.
They also come in different styles …
Photo on the left is a standard 3-tab
shingle, while the one on the right is an
upgrade to an architectural shingle.

METAL ROOFS:
Examples Of Quality Issues
Roof Framing And Roofing Materials (continued)

Metal Roof

Another obvious upgrade would be to
go with a metal (tin) roof. They come
in numerous colors now and have a
longer life than your average shingled
roof.
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7) Log Walls
Log walls can vary substantially with
the number of various profiles such as:
•6x8 D
•6x12 Dovetail
•8x12 Dovetail, just to name a few.

Examples Of Quality Issues
7) Log Walls

6x8 D

Other Quality Factors:
- Size
- Species
- Grading
- Joinery
- Precut or Random Length
- Number of Log Rows
- Kiln Dried or Air Dried
- Engineered / Laminated Logs
- etc…

8x12 Dovetail
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But, there are a number of other factors
that effect quality such as: (Advance
slide and read down through other
factors)
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Now let’s look at Services that can be
supplied with a log home package.
(read slide)

Services
Many times they are forgotten or
ignored during the buying process
Many are crucial in assuring your buying
& building process goes as smoothly as
possible
Many times we assume they are part of
the kit – they could be options or extras
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Local Representative
(Ask, How many people know how to
read a set of Blueprints?)
(Acknowledge the people that raised
their hands)

Review price & materials quote with you
Locate land
Arrange for financing
Locate a builder
Provide other services needed to finish your
home: (Subcontractor Items)
- Masonry (foundation & fireplace)
- Kitchen Cabinetry
- Plumbing
- Electrical
- Heating & Cooling
- Finished Floor Coverings
- Well & Septic
- Labor
36

- Please don’t hesitate to get with local
log home Representatives early in the
planning process. They are experts
when it comes to interpreting
blueprints. For the most part, you will
be going through the buying process
only once for your log home dream.
Your Representative would have been
through the process numerous times and
can point out areas on plans that may be
important to you that you may have
overlooked or not considered.
They may also have the ability to:
•Review Price & Materials Quote with
you
•Locate Land
•Arrange for Financing
•Locate a Builder
•… or they can provide other services
needed to complete the construction of
your home.
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Split Delivery Of Materials- Is the
process of taking delivery of materials
in stages as you need them to build your
home.
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- Typically the first 2 trucks can deliver
your subfloor and logs while the rest of
your package is well protected at the
manufacturing plant. When you’re
ready for the rest of your deliveries, just
simply call and have them scheduled.
We as a manufacturer only require a 2
week lead time to have the next
shipment delivered.
(Ask the audience if they know how long
the pictured truck is (70ft)?) (And then
ask them to visualize their land (or
dream land) and three of these trucks
getting into their site? )
(Then ask them if they can get truck on
site, can they get it off site?)
- Why have materials sitting on the
jobsite that will not be needed for
months? They could be stolen or
damaged.
- An average 2200 – 2400 sq ft home
will have approximately 3-4 trailer
loads of materials delivering a No-Shop
package.
- It will give you peace of mind
knowing your materials are protected
and secured. It’s easier on the builder
not having all the materials to work
around. Your site may be small or just
doesn’t allow for the materials to be
delivered all at once.
(can use the analogy of box of instant
mashed potatoes)
We often equate the shipment of
a log home package to a box of instant
mashed potatoes…the guys back at the
plant do such a good job at packaging
and stacking the materials onto the

trucks, when they arrive at your
building site and are off loaded, all you
need to do is start unstrapping those
bundles of materials and it’s like adding
water to a box of instant mashed
potatoes, building materials are
everywhere!
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Inspection & Delivery Inventory
(Ask Question)
- How many people have ever not
received what they asked for after going
through the drive through at
McDonald’s? I think we’ve all
experienced this at one time or another.
- If you check a $5 Extra Value meal to
be sure that cheeseburger has cheese on
it, wouldn’t you want to verify that you
got what you paid for with your log
home package after delivery?
- How many people in this room believe
you can identify all the building
materials in a log home kit? Most of us
cant’ and you have just invested a large
amount of money in your kit. Wouldn’t
it be nice if a representative were
present at each delivery? Someone to
help assure that you received all the
materials and that they have not been
damaged.
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On-Site Technical Assistance
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- How many people in here are thinking
about building this home themselves?
(acknowledge those who raise hands)
- Wouldn’t it be nice to know that if you
have any questions/concerns that
require a visit, that your company
would have someone available for an
on-site technical assistance?
- This could also become handy if
you’re utilizing a builder who may not
have log home construction experience.
- Many times it gives the customer
satisfaction to know that a company
Representative will be stopping in now
and then.

Technical Service Line
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- For those of you who didn’t raise your
hands about building it yourselves,
chances are you are using a builder.
Most builders will be very happy to
know they have a 800 number at their
disposal for questions/concerns.
- Many companies have a 800 line, but
do they have trained personnel who are
available to help you with technical or
product questions after the home has
been purchased and delivered.
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Presorted Logs
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- Allows your logs to stay wrapped and
bundled until you are ready for them.
You do not end up paying skilled
carpenters to spend 1-2 days sorting out
the logs.
- Huge time and $ saver. Also much
cleaner if packages are unwrapped as
needed.

Custom Design Services
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Most log home manufacturers that have
a proven engineered system will
provide custom designed plans. Some
questions you might want to ask are:
- Does the manufacturer have a trained
design staff or is that your
responsibility?
- Will they provide full construction
drawings?
- What’s the quality of the drawings?
- Are foundation, floor, elevation, and
precut plans provided?
- Are plans easy to read with clear
details? You can tell a lot about a
company from the amount of detail they
have on their blueprints.
- Is there an extra charge for custom
design?
When looking at Custom Designs, most
manufactures classify custom designs
into 2 categories.
They are:
1) Taking one of their pre-designed
homes and customizing it with custom
design options, or
2) Submitting a complete custom design
that is unlike any design your
manufacturer of choice supplies

To further explain what is meant by
customizing from manufacturer’s predesigned homes, let’s take a look at the
example on the screen.
- Let’s say that you have looked through
a catalog or design program and choose
a design that appeals to you. You like
everything about the home except the
front windows because you have a lake
front property or scenic view of the
mountains. Maybe this is a modification
that may work for you... (advance to
next slide)
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Now you’ve got a terrific view from
inside your home with custom designed
circle top glass. You say to yourself, “
You know, I like the open glass but I
like the sharp dynamic appearance of
Trapezoid glass instead of circle top
windows”…(advance slide)
43
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…maybe this is what works better for
you. In addition, you have a sloping
piece of property and you heard there
was an inexpensive way to add more
square footage to your home by having
a finished walkout basement and/or
maybe you just simply want to add an
addition…(advance slide)
44
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…maybe this is what you were thinking
of. Of course, guys, don’t forget the
most important room in the
home…(advance slide)
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…the garage, because rumor has it,
some day we may all be living in there.
This is want meant by customizing predesigned homes. Still keep in mind that
most companies offer custom design.
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How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
Stamped Engineered Plans
Energy Calculations
Local/Regional Codes
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Many companies do not offer stamped
engineered plans. They deem this the
responsibility of the homeowner to
check with local officials on the needs
and then also to deal with getting the
plans engineered accordingly.
Likewise, local energy codes can be the
responsibility of the homeowner. It is
important in this day and age to take
this into account as finding out that your
home is required to meet a certain
energy or engineered criteria can add
thousands to the package price. FIND
OUT FIRST before placing a deposit.
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How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home

How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
The Most Popular And Confusing Method:
Submit your plans to a dozen different
companies
Ask each company to price out your home
using their “standard” materials package
Get back a dozen quotes that vary in price by
$30,000-$100,000
48

Sometimes, as the saying goes;
“we are our own worst enemy”.
Of course when submitting plans to this
many companies, we always find things
that we want to change after we are
about ½ way through the submitting
process. So ½ the companies are
pricing one thing and the other ½
another.
- This would be like asking a dozen car
dealers to price you out a vehicle
without telling what make, model or
options you want.
- As silly as this sounds, this is the way
the majority go about getting quotes and
deciding on a company.
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You can utilize the handout in helping
develop your specifications.

How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
The Alternative:

Use pictures to describe what you want
when you are not sure how to describe
it in writing.

Develop
specifications list of
what you want
provided…address,
quantity, quality &
services.

“A picture is worth 1,000 words”
49
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•

How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
The Alternative (continued):
Narrow your selection of manufacturers down
to 2-3
•
•
•
•

What do you like the looks of the best?
Check out the credentials of the company
Tour Homes they have manufactured
Visit the manufacturing facilities
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Narrow Your Selection Of
Manufacturers Down to 2-3
This will make it much easier to
compare companies. Why waste
time working with a manufacturer if
you don’t even like the profiles or
log species they offer.
•

What do you like the looks of the best?

Do you like dovetail, 6x8D, 8x12?
Laminate or Solid Log? Do you
like round roof purlins or square?
Looking from strictly an esthetic
standpoint will help you narrow
your choices.
•

Check out the credentials of the company

How long have they been in business?
How many homes have they
produced? Can you talk to past
customers? You can also check
with the Better Business Bureau and
local attorney general. The log
home council is another
organization you can check with.
•

Tour Homes they have manufactured

Remember, most homes look great
when they’re new. You want to visit
homes that are several years old.
•

Visit the manufacturing facilities

Here is an excellent way to take an

inside look at any company you
may be considering. A good time to
visit a manufacturer is through
attending construction workshop.
It’s a minimum investment for you
to feel secure with the company you
deciding on.
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How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
The Alternative (continued):
Submit a sketch with as much detail as
possible.
Include the following:
- Overall Outside Dimensions
- Interior Room Dimensions
- Window & Door Locations & Sizes
- Porch, Deck, Balconies, Sunrooms
& Garages
- Elevation or Picture of the Exterior
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How To Request A Quote For Your
Log Home
The Alternative (continued):
Compare quotes from manufacturers that are
closer to being “apples to apples”
Ask each manufacturer to list the changes
they make that varies from your specification
sheet
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(Read Slide)
Remember, the more detail you provide
the more accurate the quote will be.
Many companies, when providing
quotes from sketches, will state they
reserve the right to adjust the price after
blueprints have been drawn. Always
ask the manufacturer if the price you
receive is the final quote or just an
estimate.

(Read Slide)
Ask them to list not only items they
were unable to supply, but ones where
they substituted different brand names,
type or quality from what you specified.
Example: If your specification list
called for Andersen windows and they
provided Peachtree, they should identify
this change to you. It is easier for the
manufacturer to do this than for you to
have to try and identify all these
differences or changes between 2-3
companies.
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Helpful Hints In Obtaining Your
Dream Log Home
1) You don’t have to be a log home engineer
expert to own a beautiful log home
2) Remember you’re talking with experienced
professionals who believe in the product they
supply
3) Spend as much time shopping and selecting
a builder as you do for the log home
manufacturer
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1) We have a tendency to overwhelm
customers with technical
information, and of course each
company has a different opinion on
how it should be done based on the
system they provide. In reality,
most log home buyers simply want
a log home because they are
beautiful and they love the warmth
and comfort they provide. For
example: We will want to spend,
what seems like hours to you,
explaining the structural integrity of
our roof systems. The bottom line
is they should be selling you an
engineered system that works. The
engineering of their system should
be the least thing you have to be
concerned with.
2) Everyone is going to tell you their
product is the best. Example:
Every manufacturer will tell you
about the features and benefits of
the species of wood they use, and of
course each species does have
unique characteristics. But, keep in
mind, if there was one species that
was absolutely the best, everyone
would be using it. The bottom line
is most manufacturers use the
species that is the most prevalently
grown timber in proximity to their
location.
3) The average log home consumer
spends about 1-2 years researching
manufacture’s and then spends only
two weeks picking a builder…
Please remember this, a great
builder can take a mediocre kit and
make you a beautiful home, a bad
builder can take the best kit and
destroy your dreams.
So it’s very important to spend as
much time that’s needed to select a

builder that meets you
qualifications.
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Helpful Hints In Obtaining Your
Dream Log Home (continued)
4) Start early with your manufacturer of choice
• Begin planning 12 months (minimum) prior to
desired delivery date to ensure all design
considerations and plans are finalized.
• Most manufacturers have price lock in programs
• There should be no “But’s” about your dream home. “I
love my log home, but…”

?

What item might you want
to put into your living
room:
…with your stunning
vaulted ceilings?
…during a certain Holiday
(Christmas)?

4) I would recommend you start at least
12 months prior to desired delivery
date. The manufacturing is not the time
consuming part – it’s the time needed to
get through the designing phase. Most
manufacturers have a low cost price
freeze program that will allow you to
begin the process with them very early
on. This is your dream home, give
yourself the time to go through this
process at a comfortable pace. This will
help to ensure that at the end of the
project there is no BUT’s. “I love the
house, but…”
(use the bedpost , Christmas Tree, and
forest without limbs example)
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5) Anyone should be willing to put in
writing what they tell you verbally.

Helpful Hints In Obtaining Your
Dream Log Home (continued)

5) Always, Always get everything in
writing!!!!
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Log and Timber Homes Council

1-800-368-5242
www.loghomes.org
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Conclusion
1) Don’t get discouraged
2) Don’t get overwhelmed
3) All good things take time and patience
4) A custom log home is worth it
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Conclusion
(Read Slide)
End with a story about visiting past
customers:
I have always visited my customers
after their home was completed. I
would ask,
“Do you like your home?”
Answer: “we absolutely love it!”
“Would you ever sell your home?”
Answer: “not for a million dollars!!”
“Would you ever do it again?”
Answer: “not in a million years!”

